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Couples and Families

Two Couples’ Problem-Solving Activities:
The 1-Hour Conference and a Six-Step
Dialectical Method

Susan Rosenthal1 and Daniel Eckstein2

Abstract
The present article features two problem-solving activities for couples for improving their relationship. The first is called The One
Hour Conference. It consists of a suggested format for couples to dialogue both areas of concern and perceived strengths in their
partnership. The second activity is a developmental six-step model in which the specific skills of cooperation, autonomy, intimacy,
encouragement, and balance are highlighted. A case study and 15 additional problem-solving activities featured in past ‘‘for
couples’’ columns conclude the article.

Keywords
couple’s problem solving, couple’s counseling, couple’s communication, relationship renewal, relationship repair

For the past 20 years, all ‘‘for couples’’ columns have been

organized using Haley’s (l980) suggested four considerations

for couples’ assessment. They include:

1. Understanding and respecting personality differences:

Adler (1957/1981) stressed that both inferiority and/or

superiority are in fact two sides of the same coin, to use

his metaphor.

2. Role perceptions (each of the person’s respective job

description): ‘‘Are they on the same page?’’ (Goal

alignment, according to Adler, 1957/1981.

3. Communication: John Gottman’s classic four horseman

of the apocalypse metaphor consists of blame, sarcasm,

contempt, and stonewalling as communication barriers

(Gottman & Silver, 1999).

4. Problem-solving skills: Couples who stay together have

no fewer actual problems. Instead, they stay together

because they use problem-solving strategies rather than

a blame or denial approach to relationship challenges.

The purpose of our article is to identify two specific activities

developed by first author Susan Rosenthal that you as a couple

can complete together. The profound simplicity of the first

activity is that sometimes the very action of committing time

together demonstrates specific relationship qualities that are

identified in bold print and parentheses.

The 1-Hour Couple Conference

Balancing Intimacy and Contact: A Strengths-Based

Approach

This activity is recommended for use on a regular basis for rela-

tionship repair, maintenance and renewal. The specific quali-

ties involved in improving your relationship are listed in

parentheses throughout the suggested seven-step sequence:

1. Chose a time when you will be free from interruptions

(not before bed). Your conversation can have a specific

topic, or it can be a general sharing of thoughts and feel-

ings (Cooperation).

2. Sit or lie back-to-back or side-by-side or in any comfor-

table position which does not allow you to see each oth-

er’s face (Autonomy).

3. The first time, flip a coin for who goes first. After that,

each of you will take turns going first or second

(Cooperation).

4. During the first 30 min, partner #1 addresses the desig-

nated topic and/or shares thoughts and feelings on any

subject. Be sure you take the entire 30 min, even if some

of that time is spent in silence (Intimacy).

5. Partner #2: Give your full attention to your speaking

partner (Intimacy). Do not interrupt or make any noise

or movement which would communicate a reaction of

any kind. Such respectful listening allows your partner

to speak from the heart (Autonomy).
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6. After the first half hour, switch roles between speaker

and listener (Balance). This is a good time to go to the

bathroom or change to a more comfortable position. If

you go second, there is no obligation to address what

was said by your partner. However, if you are using the

conference to resolve a specific problem, you can take

turns addressing the issue at hand (Autonomy).

7. The partners end their time with an expression of appre-

ciation for the other (Intimacy). After the conference,

do not discuss any of the material raised in the confer-

ence if doing so will lead to an argument. If you do find

yourselves arguing unproductively, stop and schedule

another conference the following day to continue the

discussion (Cooperation). Outside of conference, keep

the focus on what is going well in your relationship,

including any positives that came out of the conference

(Intimacy).

At the end of your time together, take some time to focus on

committing yourselves to speaking with one another. Apart

from the actual content of your discussion, the authors have

particularly highlighted the following four positive virtues ide-

ally manifested in the act of your commitment to caring enough

about your relationship to spend time together:

Be sure and discuss cooperation, autonomy, intimacy, and

balance in your discussion. Talk about your level of satisfaction

with each point and also discuss how you might also refine

those factors in your relationship. Using a strengths-based

approach, also commit to including encouragement as you con-

clude your conversation. For more practice on the skill of

encouragement see Eckstein and Cooke (2005) and Eckstein

(2000).

Schedule a couple conference once a week. If you are fight-

ing a lot and there are many problems to resolve, you can

schedule conferences more often, but not more than once a day.

Confine your arguments to the couple conference until they are

resolved (Cooperation). If you and your partner are cooperating

to avoid a conference, then ask yourself if you are really serious

about improving your relationship. If you are, then take respon-

sibility for making sure the conference happens. If you are hav-

ing regular couple conferences, congratulate yourselves for

doing the work necessary to build an attuned and cooperative

relationship between equals.

A Six-Step Dialectical Method for Resolving
Couple Conflicts

This activity features a more structured problem-solving

approach to a specific problem or issue confronting you as a

couple. While it is ideally suited for you to complete with your

partner, if he or she is unwilling or unable to participate, the

activity can be completed alone.

Although the activity is written for you to complete as a cou-

ple, it can also be completed and later discussed with a counse-

lor or other trusted person or persons. Each step is meant to be

completed by each person independently and then discussed

with your partner.

Step 1: The external conflict. In one sentence, write

down what you think the general problem is from your

perspective.

Step 2: What you most want. Write down, in point form,

what you found most attractive about your partner

when you first met, fell in love, or got married. Take

the first (or most important) item on your list and use

it to complete the following sentence, ‘‘What I most

wanted or hoped for from [my partner] was

___________________.’’ As an example, if you wrote

‘‘intelligent’’ on your list, were you hoping for some-

one who could see beneath the surface to the real you?

If you wrote ‘‘funny’’ were you hoping for a happier

life?

Is what you most wanted from your partner (Step 2) something

that you did not have when you were growing up? For example, if

what you most wanted from your partner was to feel secure, did

you grow up in chaos? If what you most wanted from your partner

was to feel appreciated, did you feel ignored as a child?

Step 3: What you believe about yourself. As a child, did

you believe it was your fault that you did not have

what you most wanted? For example, if you most

wanted to be accepted, but were frequently criticized

as a child, did you conclude that it was because you

weren’t good enough? If you most wanted to be heard,

but were frequently disregarded, did you conclude that

it was because you weren’t important? Complete the

sentence, ‘‘Because I didn’t have what I most wanted

as a child, I thought I was (or wasn’t) _________.’’

Again both of you do this independently from one

another.

Step 4: The internal conflict. For many people, what we

most fear is related to what we most want. This can

create so much conflict inside us that we will not allow

ourselves to have what we want. An example would be

that Jane fears being vulnerable and wants to feel safe.

Jane’s partner takes such good care of her that she can

finally relax, but she is afraid that if she relaxes some-

thing bad will happen. John fears being rejected and

works hard to please his partner, who is thoroughly

pleased with him. But John fears that if he relaxes his

efforts he will make a mistake and then he will be

rejected.

Imagine that you could have from your partner what you

most want (from Step 2), but did not get as a child. Imagine for

a moment what that might feel like. Would it be easy to accept

or would it create a problem for you? Both partners do this.

Step 5: Unhealthy collaboration. Write down how you

think the conflict inside you might be contributing to

the conflict between you and your partner and
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sabotaging what you most want. Here is one example:

‘‘Because I wasn’t taken care of as a child, I very much

want to be taken care of but I feel unworthy so when

[my partner] tries to take care of me, it doesn’t feel

right, so I criticize her and she backs off leaving me

feeling abandoned and not cared for.’’ or ‘‘Because I

wasn’t appreciated as a child, I most want to be appre-

ciated but I feel inadequate, so I hide what I’m feeling

and thinking and [my partner] gets angry at me for not

communicating and I feel like I’m not good enough.’’

Step 6: Building healthy cooperation. If the conflict

between you and your partner is being driven by the

conflict inside you, then you must resolve your inner

conflict first (you may need the help of an experienced

therapist to do this). Healthy cooperation is built when

each partner is primarily focused on resolving his or

her inner conflict and secondarily supporting the other

partner’s efforts to do the same. Write down what you

think you need to do.

Representative Case Study

Here is an example of the six-step couple problem solving in

action. Sam and Mary have been married for 7 years and have two

small children. Sam works in the family business and Mary stays

home with the children. Their conflict began shortly after their

marriage and has persisted despite many efforts to resolve it. Sam

and Mary feel stuck and wonder how long they can stay married if

their conflict is not resolved. In one therapy session, Sam and

Mary agreed to try the method with the following results:

Step 1: The External Conflict

Sam: The problem is that Mary expects me to be perfect.

Mary: The problem is that Sam hides things from me.

Step 2: What You Most Want

Sam: What attracted me to Mary was her loyalty. What I most

wanted from Mary was that she would be there for me, no

matter what.

Mary: What attracted me most were Sam’s broad shoulders,

his strength. I wanted him to take care of me.

Step 3: What You Most Fear

Sam: When I was a child, I wanted to please my father, but he

was always critical. I thought I could never do anything right.

Mary: My mother was an alcoholic and she sent me to school in

dirty clothes. I was so ashamed of having nothing. I thought I

was some kind of low life.

Step 4: The Internal Conflict

Sam: If Mary were to stand by me no matter what, so that I

could reveal all my faults, then I’m afraid she would be so

disgusted with me that she would reject me.

Mary: If Sam were completely reliable, then I would have no

reason to worry and that’s when something bad would hap-

pen and we would be out on the street.

Step 5: Unhealthy Collaboration

Sam: When there is a financial problem, like a bill that I haven’t

paid, I get so scared that Mary will find out and be mad at me

that I put it away and forget about it. It’s stupid because it’s a

small thing, but I get really scared and I can’t deal with it.

Then the bills pile up and I get even more scared to tell her.

Of course she eventually finds out and she is furious with me.

Mary: I don’t trust Sam to take care of us financially. He hides

things and then there’s a crisis and we are in trouble. I know it

makes him nervous but I have to watch over everything he does.

Step 6: Building Healthy Cooperation

Sam: I know I have to be more honest with Mary. But I’m so

ashamed. I hide myself and I hide my mistakes. I can’t be

honest with her until I can believe that I am a good person

and a good provider, even if I do make mistakes.

Mary: I’m angry with Sam for messing up our finances and I

have a hard time seeing the things he does well. I’m so afraid

of being destitute that I don’t trust him to take care of me. It

would be easier on both of us if I could appreciate and enjoy

what Sam does for me.

Comments on Sam and Mary: Their Histories and
Present-Day Lives

As a child, Sam was so badly neglected that he mistakenly con-

cluded that he must be a complete loser. No matter how well he

does in life, he fears that he will be exposed as a loser and his

wife will leave him. This fear is so powerful that when he

makes even a small mistake he panics and banishes the problem

from his mind to make it go away. Unfortunately for Sam, the

problem deferred is the problem that grows. His (now large)

mistake is eventually revealed and Sam gets the angry blast that

he was dreading from Mary. Mary’s anger reenforces Sam’s

belief that he must be a loser so, although he promises not to

hide any more problems, he cannot keep his promise. Mary

is threatening to leave her husband if this problem is not solved.

Mary’s rejection is what Sam most fears but also expects,

because he doesn’t believe that he deserves anything better.

Without realizing what he is doing, Sam has set up a situa-

tion that perpetuates his own misery. In essence, he is reenact-

ing his childhood trauma, using Mary as a stand-in for his

rejecting father. Because of his internal conflict (wanting

acceptance and believing that he does not deserve it) he would

be driven to construct a similar conflict with any partner. Sam

cannot be honest with Mary until he believes that he is entitled
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to make mistakes and not be rejected for them. Sam mistakenly

believes that Mary will not tolerate his imperfections, when it is

really Sam who cannot tolerate them.

As a child, Mary suffered severe physical neglect. She was

the hungry, dirty child who was picked on by the other kids.

Mary has improved her position in life, obtaining an education

and becoming a loving, responsible mother to her children.

Despite the occasional financial crises in their family business,

Sam has provided reasonably well for Mary and their children.

But Mary’s memories of how bad it can be cause her to panic

whenever there is a financial problem. She fears that at any

moment she will be plunged back into the destitution of her

childhood. Mary believes this will happen because it is all she

deserves. But she thinks that the problem is Sam’s ‘‘incompe-

tence.’’ Her tension over financial matters and her scrutiny of

Sam’s activities make him nervous, and feed into his fear that

he has to be perfect.

When Sam hides small problems that grow to become large,

Mary’s security is deeply threatened and she reacts with under-

standable rage. Sam’s avoidance reenforces her belief that he is

incompetent and she will never be secure. Without realizing

what she is doing, Mary has set up a situation that perpetuates

her own misery. In essence, she is ‘‘reenacting’’ her childhood

trauma, using Sam as a stand-in for her irresponsible mother.

Because of her internal conflict (wanting to be taken care of

and not believing she deserves this) she would be driven to con-

struct a similar conflict with any partner. Until she feels more

deserving of being supported, Mary will be unable to support

Sam’s efforts to manage the family’s finances. Mary mista-

kenly believes that Sam is incapable of supporting the family,

when it is really Mary who feels too undeserving to trust any-

one to support her.

Concluding Comments

The six-step dialectical method for resolving couple conflicts is a

nonblaming Adlerian approach, which reveals how you as a cou-

ple collaborate to create the problems in your relationships, and

how you can collaborate to solve those problems. The purpose

of asking what was most admired about your partner and what was

most wanted from your partner, and its relation with what was

lacking in childhood (Steps 1–3), is to reveal how this particular

relationship was created in this particular way to meet each of

your unmet needs. Steps 3–5 reveal how the therapeutic potential

of a relationship can be thwarted when each of you retains basic

beliefs about yourself which prevents you from getting what your

wishes fulfilled. When you blame each other for frustrating your

own desires, conflict between the two of you is inevitable.

Because each of you often feels powerless to end the misery, the

key to solving the problem is to reveal the existence, origin, and

purpose of each partner’s self-defeating inner conflict.

When emotionally injured individuals come together, they

sincerely hope that the love of the other will heal them. If lack

of self-love prevents this, they may begin an unhealthy colla-

boration where they transform their inner conflicts into inter-

personal conflicts, confirming their deepest fears. The

resulting reenactment of childhood misery is accompanied by

childhood feelings of powerlessness. They cannot live with

each other but neither can they live apart. Breaking through this

cycle of misery and blame requires making a clear distinction

between the past (when we were children with little under-

standing and few options) and the present (where we have

much more power). It is also necessary to conduct a sober ree-

valuation of the idealized caretaker and the self-blame that sus-

tains this myth.

When personality is constructed around a self-negative belief

(e.g., I am no good), changing this belief will shake a person to

the core. But with adult understanding of the past and therapeutic

support in the present, we can change what we think about our-

selves. With professional therapy and months of difficult and

painful work, Sam and Mary were able to reduce their conflicts

and increase the amount of healthy cooperation in their lives.

Both of them wanted the same thing—to be understood,

accepted, and loved. When this was revealed and when their own

unwitting sabotage was also revealed, the path was cleared for

the fundamental changes they were seeking.

All four of Jay Haley’s couples assessment tools can also be

found in many couples renewal activities are described in Eckstein

(2013) There are 15 additional problem-solving activities that can

be found in previous ‘‘for couples’’ columns (see Appendix).
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